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Introcudction
The requirement for a bedding disposal

station in your facility is clear and simple. It
is a neat way of ensuring a clean working

environment. Making life easier for animal
technicians to dispose of waste, quickly and

efficiently.

Active Airflow Technology
The system draws air from the room into the work area. Just

above the work surface is where the air has a maximum flow, with a
further option to extract air from the bin store below. Two levels of pre-

filtration come as standard, situated behind a protective baffle. A cleanable
fine mesh prevents ingestion of larger particles; then washable prefilters

contain smaller dust particles. The final stage is an F9 Microfilter, limiting your
exposure to allergens, odours and waste while emptying dirty cages. Further to this,

the system continually monitors airflow to alert the user if the filters are getting blocked,
or whether a filter is damaged.
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Improved Efficiency

The stations ergonomic design lends itself to being extremely
user-friendly and easy to clean. All components are detachable
and can be placed in a cage washer- saving you time and
money on having to manually deep clean soiled components.
For everyday handling, each unit comes as standard with a
magnetic scraper to clean down the unit after each use.

Easy On-Site Set Up

Powered via a standard mains socket, the standalone waste
disposal unit comes standard with a single chute and tabletop.
Providing you with a spacious working area, compatible for
working with all cages both small and large.
The station is lightweight and can be positioned into the desired
operation seamlessly. The unit will fit through any standard door
and can be secured safely with lockable front wheels.
A beat and tidy display screen is positioned in the right-hand
corner of the unit, displaying an information status screen.
Visual identification through a colour-coded emoji-styled set of
indicators. Green/Amber/Red symbols highlight whether the
systems filtration system is operating efficiently.

Dual Filtration

Sychems’ stand alone bedding disposal station enables a
cleaner working environment for all. Utilising Active Airflow
Technology, a filtered laminar airflowcreates adownflowofH14HEPA

Unrivalled Cleanability

Simply, the entire work platform can be lifted out for manual
cleaning. The clear plastic sides are easy to remove, with both
the chute and worksurface able to lift out. Making it easier than
ever for you to clean after use.

Accessories

• Second chute
• Sychem bin(s)
• Side handles
• Exhaust thimble
• Magnetic bumpers

Standard Features

• One tabletop, chute, and bin
• Removeable knockout bar
• Three stage filtration
• Two-year warranty
• Magnetic scraper

Cage Compatibility

The units spacious surface area provides you ample room to
work with cages of all shapes, sizes and weights. You can rest
assured knowing that SychemWASTE will provide your facility
with the ideal solution for maintaining a clean and tidy working
environment.


